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I

t is so hard to believe that the PR%F Awards 2021 will be here at the end of September. Along with the awards, we are
getting ready to distribute our fall PR%F the Magazine edition featuring Snoop Dogg. This will be our third annual
PR%F Awards-spirits, wine, and beverage competition, and we are all beyond thrilled.

The industry leaders have told me that we are the largest spirits, wine, and beverage competition, with nearly 700
entrants from across the globe. Once again, whiskeys and bourbons are the category leaders with the most entries, with
tequila and ready-to-drink cocktails and wines increasing entries by 20% this year. Non-spirited drinks, Bacanoras, and
Mezcals were entered in large volumes, with an incredible boost in mixers highlighting gluten-free, kosher, and organic.
This year, we have created a dual competition for our entrants with PR%F Awards Masked along with the coveted
double-blind competition and PR%F Awards Unmasked! The Total Package, where our judges (all buyers) get to see
the bottle, logo, creativity, price-point and hear from the brand creators directly with a 400-word synopsis of why they
created their brand. We are so excited to witness the two competitions with a chance for each bottle entered to win two
medals. It will be exciting to see all of the medals and hardware decorating PR%F Award winners’ bottlenecks in the
coming month.
I’d like to thank our incredible partners—Food and Beverage Magazine, the leading magazine in the food and beverage,
restaurant, nightlife, and supplier trade with 14 million monthly readers. Our signature travel partner Delta Sky Club®
has captured 10 winning brands from PR%F Awards 2019 and 2020 and put these incredible winning bottles on their
shelves in all Delta Sky Club hubs with monthly rotating PR%F Awards cocktails. Our hotel resort partner Westgate
Las Vegas is where our judges are sequestered for three days as we take over a whole portion of their incredible meeting
space and visit the array of fine dining establishments. The NEAT Glass, our tasting glass, is aerodynamically designed
to balance smell, taste with perfection base on a scientific design by George Manska. PR%F the Magazine features
our new Editor-in-Chief Debbie Hall, Editor at Large James Beard Award Winner Jennifer English, and Director of
Graphics RJ Dixon. I want to thank Socialite Media, who has posted and clicked away on social media with precision and
expertise, Opulent Wines & Spirits, our distributor/partner that houses our entrants annually, and Fat Ice—Premium
Craft Cocktail Ice.
Thank you to our judges: Delta Sky Club, Westgate Las Vegas, Carnival Cruises, Bashas-Your Arizona hometown grocery,
Breakthru Beverage, AJs Fine Foods, Craftshack, Specs Online, The Mint Tavern, The BAR Group, Sugar Factory, Liquor
World, RNDC, AJs Purveyors of Fine Foods, Spirited South Florida, Vanderpump Rules, Opulent Wines & Spirits,
JING, Frankie’s Uptown, Chinglish, Grape Street, Little Rituals-Phoenix, Bin 19 and Taylor Hospitality Group (and so
many more signing up as we go to print).
Thank you to the PR%F family—without their countless hours, dedication, and tenacity—we wouldn’t be here. We are
sending you all love and light, including Michael Politz, Colleen Banks (extra thank you for all of your efforts behind the
scenes), Terry Hart, Debbie Hall, RJ Dixon, George Manska, Jennifer English, Renee Korbel Quinn, Jerry Hammaker,
John Harrison, Ben Harrison, Daniel “DD” D’Anda Fast, Dave Hoemann, Brittney Chardin, Gordon Prouty, Brandon
Freter, Lauren Kane, Rob Smith, Alys Zic, Cheryl Wingate, June Nguyen, and Kai Delgado. We appreciate our social
media team—Holly, Melina, and Meghan—along with our team of judges, writers, and staff.
As they say, the proof is in the pudding! In our case, it’s in the NEAT glass with nearly 100 judges—all buyers—looking
for the next trend, hidden gem, and perfect 100-point Century Award winner to join their shelves.

Cheers!
Michele D. Tell
Executive Director, PR%F the Magazine
Founder, PR%F Awards
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Looking Beyond Smoky
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Mezcal Aromas & Flavors:
Looking Beyond Smoky
by Alejandro Aispuro
Co-founder of Agavache
I have never considered myself an influencer. Certainly not the kind to jump around in social media
doing anything for a view, a like, or a comment.
That has always been my relationship with spirits
and brands as well. I don’t represent a particular
brand, nor do I believe and preach all their marketing spiel. My mission has been somewhat different, learning from producers, diplomas, masters,
and almost any other source I can find to figure out
what makes spirits special. I mean really special,
not just why people like them or enjoy them. That’s
the end game, but what are the factors that influence those perceptions? Perhaps more on point
for this article, how far are those factors from the
tendencies in marketing and consumerism?
The irresponsible (and irrational) preoccupation
with acquiring the latest and most fashionable consumer goods harms the categories, and in some
cases the producers, of that same product we profess to be enamored. This is true for all commodity
goods, and the spirits and beverage industry is no
exception. And yet, it’s that impulsive drive that is
exploited in the consumer knowing full well that
they will fall prey to misinformation, trendiness,
and influencers. However, consumer behavior
shepherded by tendencies, marketing, and advertisement, is not entirely to blame for the potential
damage to the category, the abundant examples of
decreases in quality, and, in some cases, producers
going out of business.
Call me foolish, but I believe that the responsibility to educate, prepare, and protect the consumer
in the case of our industry falls to the brands and
the associations which represent spirits around
the world. It’s a duty not just to the benefit of the
consumer but also for the betterment of their categories. Furthermore, in the case of those with
rural or small producers, it should be an essential

part of their moral and social contract to make
sure the product has a fair price, correct cultural
representation, and positive economic impact on
their communities.
But what if we could guide tendencies by responsible guidelines? Take the idea of sustainability as
an example. Having a corporate or product image
that follows the goals of sustainability is something that appeals to a growing demographic, conveys a social and/or environmental commitment,
and increases profit. I won’t get into greenwashing here, as things seem rather gloomy already.
Still, it’s hard to deny that the triple bottom line
of people/planet/profit has served as a generally
positive tendency.
Let’s take the current tendencies that exist in
Mezcal as an example which could be extended
to other agave spirits, especially those recently
coming into the market like Raicilla and Bacanora. But first, a word about Mezcal.

Mezcal?
mezcal?
mescal
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Mezcal with capital M refers to the agave spirit that has been produced according to the laws
and regulations stipulated by the Mexican NOM
### and legally protected by the stipulations on
Denominations or Indications of Origin by the
WIPO. If you see me use “mezcal” without capitalization, then I am referring to the agave spirit
produced much in the same way and the same
regions. These producers cannot afford to payto-play in the certification games and are therefore denied the use of the word Mezcal. The use
of the phrase agave spirit is an umbrella that encompasses Mezcal, Tequila, Raicilla, Bacanora,
and the growing category of spirits distilled from
the agave plant worldwide. The word “mescal” is
just plain wrong and should never be used—despite what people in the United Kingdom think.

Good: Sustainability.
Let’s get one thing straight. Mezcal is NOT sustainable. Agave spirits are NOT sustainable. How
could they be? The raw material takes almost a
decade to grow under natural circumstances.
The volume of spirit that can be extracted from it
through traditional methods will never compare
to the thousands or millions of liters produced
by other spirit categories. However, in an effort
to be sustainable, some brands and producers
have begun to establish greenhouses and seed
banks, to protect the biodiversity of their regions
and to look at the appropriate recycling or reutilization of their by-products. Most of these efforts
are honest, hard-working, community initiatives,
such as Proyecto LAM from Real Minero or
the “Bat Friendly” seal championed by several
brands and universities. Projects like these have
already created a positive impact by inspiring
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others and setting an example of positive sustainability. Of course, there are a few misguided
examples out there, too; planting acres of fields
and hills with agave and cutting down the local trees makes for a beautiful landscape and
an ecological crime to the soil, flora, and fauna
equally.

Good: Non-Oaxaca regions.
A vast topic to explore another time, but let me
give you the preview: there’s a lot you are missing out on if you think Mezcal only comes from
Oaxaca. The difference in traditions, production processes, and agave varieties between the
many States and regions that produce Mezcal
makes for a truly amazing kaleidoscope of flavor and aromas. It can be argued that it began
as a small market niche from some well-established brands from Oaxaca, who, along with
their normal offerings of Espadin and Tobalá,

10
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started to bottle some varieties from other regions.
Soon we had Durango, Michoacán, San Luis Potosí,
and Zacatecas on the table, and the list has now expanded to include many more States. Your mezcal
tasting should expand likewise, and believe me; you
will not be disappointed.

Bad: cheap, low quality, for use in
ready-to-drink or cocktails.
Obviously, not all cocktails are created equal. Some
are served at the Savoy using the finest ingredients
and the best Mezcal available to them, while others
are tossed around at any bar and restaurant by mixing the cheapest Mezcal with some soda or half-frozen slushy. I’m not throwing shade on frozen margaritas; how can someone ignore such a huge market?
But it is exactly because of the huge quantity of spirit
needed, paired with the need of extremely cheap ingredients, that there has been a rise in low-quality
agave spirits. This demand has its repercussions all
the way down the chain from the bar to the producer,
the agave, and the land. It’s not helping any of us, not
even the consumer.

Ugly: smoky.
I’m not calling it bad, but that’s all the concession this
trend of marketing misconception is getting. Naturally, there’s room for smoky mezcal, it is a part of some
of the production processes and styles, and there are
even some producers who go the extra mile to add
more of that smoky characteristic to their products.
The problem comes from believing that all mezcal
must be smoky, which is simply not true. It goes a
bit with the non-Oaxaca trend I mentioned above,
but even within the state, you can find examples of
high-quality, high-aromatic and flavor content, nonsmoky mezcal.
There’s so much more to be explored in Mezcal and
Agave spirits, both in the richness of their flavors and
aromas as well as their cultural heritage. As the category expands, trends will continue to come and go,
and it’s our duty to maintain responsibility and sustainability over the flashy and transient. I invite you to
learn, explore and savor the spirit of agave one sip at
a time and with your feet firmly on the land. Cheers.

Alejandro Aispuro is the co-founder
of Agavache, MSc in Brewing and
Distilling, Consultant, Storyteller, and
Spiritmaker.
Not an influencer, just a specialist.
Follow or contact him at Instagram:
@agavache or @guided.by.spirits

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY � © 2021 � GRAIN & BARREL SPIRITS � N. CHARLESTON, SC.
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Florida crafted, Cuban inspired Rum
All Year Round

Mix Big Five Cafecito Cuban Coffee flavored rum
with bourbon and orange bitters or serve with
creme de cacao and cream for a mocha inspired
cocktail.
For more Big Five cocktail recipes you can serve
all year round, visit

Big5Rum.com | @Big5Rum

Please enjoy our products responsibly. © 2021 Big Five Rum

spirited inspiration

Spirited
Inspiration
Renée K. Quinn
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Spirited South Florida had the
pleasure of speaking all things
rum with Foursquare Rum’s
Gayle Seale. We are featuring her
namesake Daiquiri, by the worldrenowned Ian Burrell. Enjoy.

my favorite parts of traveling. We have found some
of the best places to share breakfasts worldwide
while catching up with each other. Sunny’s in
Chicago is one of our favorite.
I have had the chance to travel the world talking
about rum and become part of the global hospitality
industry. I am lucky enough to be able to work
with my husband Richard, our distiller/blender,
and be privy to some of the most interesting rum
discussions in the world. Sitting at the bar at Trailer
Happiness listening to Richard Seale, Ian Burrell,
and Sly Augustin discuss rum does not suck!

Gayle Seale

Foursquare Rum Distillery
Global Ambassador
Hometown: St. Philip Barbados
Number of years working in the industry: 25
What are a few highlights of your many
years of working in the hospitality industry?
I have had the opportunity to meet and spend time
with some of the most talented bartenders in the
world at some of the best bars in the world.
Rum family has become an everyday part of my
world, and the rum family breakfast club is one of
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You can buy a Gayle Seale Daiquiri kit at Harvey
Nichols in England, which is super cool and exciting
to me.
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Share a bit of background about how your
cocktail came into existence:

What music complements your drinking
style?

I asked Ian directly as he happened to be sitting
beside me in my living room. Ian likes creating
daiquiris named after people, as there is always
an exciting back story behind the drink, and Ian
loves a good story. We were in Hong Kong, and he
wanted to create a cocktail for one of his favorite
distilleries (Foursquare) and one of his favorite
people (yup, I’m blushing).

My music style is very eclectic, but I love old school
80’s soft rock when I’m relaxing at home with a
cocktail.

It was a combination of two drinks - Barbados
National cocktail, the Corn’n’oil (Barbados rum,
Barbados Falernum, and a dash of bitters), and
the Daiquiri (rum lime & sugar). Simple as that he says that putting just the right amount of bitters
creates Gayle’s Scottish tan.

More cooking with rum, sauces …
marinades … even burning off the
alcohol to leave the flavors behind.
I’ve started using Carisma Rum
cream in my Barbados twist on a
Tiramisu, and it is heavenly.

What is your essential bar accessory/
What’s in your home bar?

What would readers be surprised to know
about you?

My most used bar accessory is my jigger. I
can make a shaker out of lots of things, but
I’m not a bartender, so I still like to measure
any cocktails I’m making at home. I also
have a favorite pair of coupes that I use for
my Gayle Seale Daiquiri.

What’s the culinary trend that’s going to
move us forward in 2021?

Although rum is my passion, baking is my favorite
thing to do. Rum cake is one of my favorite things
to bake. I use the same Falernum as my secret
ingredient. I’m also a professional photographer
who loves night photography.
I have my own brand - This Does Not Suck - based
on my favorite saying and my traveling shoes and
the Gayle Seale Daiquiri, aka the GSD.

This time next year, you’ll be drinking...
The Foursquare Exceptional Cask Mark XVIII,
which I have just tasted, but I am not able to reveal
the name yet … as always, it will be pretty special.

spirited inspiration
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Featured
Cocktail
The Gayle Seale Daiquiri
created by Ian Burrell

»
»
»
»
»

50 ml Doorly’s XO Rum
25 ml Fresh Lime Juice
15 ml JD Taylor Velvet Falernum
5 ml sugar syrup
3 dashes Angostura Bitters
Combine and serve.

Renée Korbel Quinn
Spirited South Florida

cocktailr@spiritedsouthflorida.com
SpiritedSouthFlorida.com
@SpiritedSFL
#getspiritedsouthflorida
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ABOUT US:
We are a New World gin, distilled in Miami
from one of the purist spirits in the
industry. We macerate, distill, and vapor
infuse our mostly organic and kosher
ingredients to bring our creation to life. A
true craft spirit made locally from our recipe.

BEST ENJOYED:
Talented enough neat or on the rocks.
Alternatively make your favorite cocktail.

MAIN INGREDIENTS:
Juniper | Elderberry | Elderflower
Citrus | Spices

TASTING NOTES:
Unique aroma with intense nose notes.
Magnificently balanced with no rough
edges or bite.

@GINMIAMI

WWW.HARRYBLUS.COM

@DISTILLMIAMI
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Notes from a
PR & Social
Media Marketing
Specialist
By Meghan Sperry - Socialite Media
It’s exciting to be in a world where technology
and social media have become such a significant
part of everyday routine, and for some like me,
their career. I remember Instagram launching
in 2010 and begging my parents to let me make
an account. They had just agreed I could get a
Facebook account as long as they monitored
it. It wasn’t until a couple of years later I was
able to create an Instagram account, and that’s
when the doors of creativity opened in my life. I
remember scrolling through the feed for hours,
looking at the thousands of artsy photos, and my
mind playing ping-pong about my next post. It
wasn’t until a few years after that that Instagram
became majority relevant in the advertising and
marketing field.
I learned in a college course that the impact of
influencer marketing on consumer behavior has
statistically proven to be more powerful than
many ads on television and billboards. It wasn’t
until I started working for Socialite Media that
I had the first-hand experience witnessing this
and how drastically it has and will continue
to change the industry. Socialite Media hires
specific influencers that correlate with each of
our clients. For example, we’ll hire an influencer
such as a beauty guru for our wellness spa client.
We ensure the influencers know how to influence
their crowd on the specific type of business we’re
trying to promote and boost engagement. Creating
our clients’ content usually comes naturally to

them, making the job much easier on our part.
Their followers can really tell how passionate they
are about posting and revolving their lives around.
This makes for even more intriguing content and
why we call them influencers.
We have a well-known Chicago influencer who
posts about the best spots in the city. Our director
of influencer marketing hired this influencer for
a restaurant client who wanted to see numbers
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of customers grow during their Ladies Night.
This influencer, who has nearly 40,000 TikTok
followers, posted a video attending the event,
which went viral and gained over 200,000 views.
Their reservations for Ladies Night went from
six to 106 in the span of a week. Could a photo
on a billboard ever have done that? No, probably
not.
Another amazing proof of influencer marketing
is you can typically find an influencer for literally
any type of content creation you could imagine.
Need someone to promote a tattoo shop? Find an
influencer who is passionate about art, drawing,
or tattoos. It’s really as simple as that. Our
influencers all have a niche that is their passion.
It’s no shock that video is a leading form of
content influencing. This is why TikTok has
over two billion mobile downloads worldwide.
I’m definitely guilty of spending a scroll or 10
too long on the addicting app. There’s so much

informative, creative, intriguing content to
explore. It’s made me find so many new topics to
be interested in that I didn’t even know existed.
Something about knowing a video is going to be
interesting, yet short, is what hooks me to the
app and keeps me coming back. Whenever I’m
planning a vacation or visiting a new city, TikTok
is my go-to for recommendations.
Witnessing influencer marketing work its magic
first-hand has made me realize how quickly our
world is changing and how important it is to stay
in touch with it. I see this continuing to be the
future for advertising and marketing.
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Socialite Media is a boutique social media
marketing agency with headquarters located in
downtown Chicago and Las Vegas. Their goal is to
provide companies with successful social media
marketing in their ultra-competitive industries.
For more info, visit www.socialitemedia.com and
follow on @socialitemediagroup.
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Aroma determines how we buy
wine and spirits

By George F Manska, Corporate Strategy Officer,
inventor & entrepreneur, Chief Research & Development Arsilica, Inc.

S

ense of smell is our most underappreciated
and neglected sense. We make critical buying choices based on smell and taste every
day. Our love of beer, wine, spirits, food, perfume,
and tobacco takes a huge toll on our wallets, and
appreciation to the fullest depends on our personal development. Sadly, most do not understand
the process well enough to get the most benefit.
In perspective, a bloodhound’s sense of smell
is forty times stronger than humans, the grizzly
bear’s smell-ability is seven times stronger
than that of the bloodhound, and ocean salmon
can return home thousands of miles to spawn
(thought to be olfactory related). Among humans,
female ability to smell may be as much as 43%
greater than males.
The relationship between smell, taste, and
mouthfeel is generally misunderstood. This is
because we have only five tastes (sweet, sour,
salty, bitter, umami), thousands of aromas, and
hundreds of mouthfeels.
Flavor = Aroma (90%) + Taste (5%) + Mouthfeel
(5%).
The flavor is mostly aroma, not taste. In a sensory
sampling of a raspberry, we smell raspberry
molecules, taste sweet, and sense the fuzzy and
acidic mouthfeel on the palate and the inside of
the cheeks. Taste identifies only the sweet part of
the flavor.
If we smelled the raspberry prior to chewing,
we sampled ortho-nasal aromas through the
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nostrils to the smell receptors for identification,
bypassing the mouth. Once chewed, flavorful
beads are broken and mixed with digestive saliva.
Aromas find the olfactory sensors up through
the pharyngeal opening at the back of the throat
as retro-nasal aromas. Information from nose,
tongue, and mouth feel chemo-sensors inside
the mouth arrive at the brain in a single packet,
through the trigeminal nerve for identification. If
raspberries are in the brain’s memory bank, you
will recognize it. If not, the brain will automatically
create a “smell-library” reference for future
recognition.
Important in evaluating spirits and wine, the term
finish is used to designate retro-nasal aromas as
well as the sensory information from taste and
mouthfeel (hot, minty, metallic, acidic, oily, etc.).
The finish is the whole story: taste, smell, and
mouthfeel from inside the oral cavity. The finish
is most important when evaluating. Sniffing alone
is a safety check, prepares the brain for what is
to come in taste, yet does not provide enough
information to reliably purchase a wine or spirit
which will satisfy the senses when tasted at home.
Even more complex, every person has a
combination of emotion, visual perception,
sounds, colors, skin feel, and awareness that
accompanies every perceived flavor. Bob’s
recollection of grandma’s apple pie is very
different from Susan’s. They seem close during
the initial discussion, yet glaring differences
become evident due to inextricable association
with personal experiences. We develop our
own sense of what pleases us. Descriptions by
others are always suspect, and what we like may
be disgusting to others. Too much cinnamon in
Bob’s concept of the perfect apple pie makes
Susan shake her head. Linda’s rating of a perfect
Alsatian Gewurtztraminer at a group tasting
session makes Bill’s jaw drop. Your own personal
opinions are always best for you. Learn to trust
your senses and don’t ask silly questions like
“What is the best wine?” or “What whiskey will
I like best?” Trusting your own senses leads to a
higher level of expertise and personal satisfaction.

THE SCIENCE OF SPIRITS

OUR NEGLECTED
SENSE OF
SMELL
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ADVICE 1:

Buying popular high-end labels and chasing
critics’ high ratings is extravagant waste,
ultimately avoids your personal preferences,
and often leads to deep disappointment.
Formulate your own opinions; your sensory
perception is all about you. Achieving higher
levels of satisfaction with your purchases
is a personal responsibility; learn, learn,
learn, read, read, read, smell, smell, smell,
taste, taste, taste, practice, practice, practice.
Prepare yourself yet be less critical of others’
perceptions as you recognize the value of
your own.

ADVICE 2:

Your best learning tool is a blind tasting, in
which someone else numbers the same style
glasses and pours similar beverages (all
bourbons or all French white wines), but you
do not know which is which. This hones your
ability to recognize pleasing or disagreeable
smells and evaluate where you personally
position a wine or spirit among the others
you have tasted. If you take the time to sit,
slowly sip, compare with other similar wines
or spirits, and ponder all sensory aspects, you
will make choices much more meaningful to
you. Your wallet goes further toward reaching
your ultimate satisfaction. Taste in groups,
get everyone to bring their favorite (similar
beverages), but no discussion is allowed
until after everyone silently takes personal
notes. Then discuss freely and finally unveil
the samples and enjoy the surprises.
Next we will discuss tasting methods and
how to get the most information.

the science of spirits

Getting the Most Information
Developing smell-ability:
How are top evaluators able
to detect so many different aromas from their first
sniff of a spirit? Practice.
Many evaluator “experts”
deal in BS and flowery descriptions, but truly accomplished sniffers work hard to
develop their smell-library
through constant reiteration and focus on expanding their mental catalog of
recognizable aromas. Many
worthwhile books and articles have been written (google developing olfactory)
describing how to improve recognition of aromas.
Some basic tips are provided here:
ISOLATED EVALUATIONS: Pour three or four
(no limit for a single session) glasses of similar
wine or spirits in exactly the same style of glass.
Sit in a dimly lit, comfortable room, ventilated but
no strong air currents, no distracting noise, no
music, television, or conversation. Smell, taste,
compare, and take notes. Review your notes and
repeat three times on different days, focusing on
aroma and taste. Compare notes from each trial.
Repeat blind (someone else pours and presents
samples randomly) in a fourth trial to check your
identification skills. Repeat to build confidence.
DEVELOP MOUTH FEEL IDENTIFICATION
CAPABILITIES: Taste food or drink with nose
pinched or plugged, separating smell from the
taste. Blindfolded, taste different beverages and
note differences. Water, milk, energy drink, and
light wines have more similarities than differences
when the olfactory is not in play. Flavor =
Aroma (90%) + Taste (5%) + Mouthfeel (5%). This
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exercise can help identify mouthfeels (oily,
grainy, dry, minty) and different levels of taste
intensity into one’s smell-library.
EXPAND THE SMELL-LIBRARY: Give total
undistracted attention and focus to EVERYTHING tasted and smelled. Repeatedly smell
the coffee, toast, fish market, and produce in
the grocery store, every food you eat, flowers
and forest, gas station, racetrack, barnyard,
and doctor’s office. Consciously focus on every
smell everywhere. Always smell everything that
goes into the mouth, pausing to identify subtle
characteristics in each whiff.
EMBED FLAVORS INTO YOUR MEMORY:
Try to imagine each smell, and whatever your
visual picture is, associate it with the smell. In
addition, take note of your emotions. Ask yourself out loud what emotion you are feeling with
certain smells, and repeatedly associate it and
the visual picture you develop with that smell.
The smell isn’t just that first sniff; it is much,
much more complex, inextricably intertwined
with memory (Grandma’s apple pie is different
than mom’s) and the other human senses. If a
certain smell triggers the hair on your forearm
to “stand up,” note it as a characteristic of that
smell. Getting the whole picture is important to
building your smell-library.
PROCEDURES: Completely fill the olfactory
cavity with long, light, slow sniffs, not strong
inhalations. Slow and deliberate to permeate
every single air space in the olfactory cavity.

THE SCIENCE OF SPIRITS

TASTING METHODS
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GLASSWARE: Don’t use small-rimmed tulipshaped glasses. They numb your nose with anesthetic ethanol which masks subtle character aromas. The most prevalent aroma in spirits is ethanol, and over 95% + of all aroma molecules at the
top of a tulip glass will quickly ruin your olfactory perceptibility after three good sniffs. The best
glass is the NEAT glass, which separates ethanol
from other aromas. If you don’t have a NEAT glass,
use a tumbler with straight sides. Both are far superior to widely used tulip glasses.

SUMMARY: We spend big bucks on wine, beer,
and spirits. Why not get the full benefit by turning
each sensory experience into a quest for enhancing
personal satisfaction. Flavor perception is much
more than the singular, stark, shallow impression
of an aroma or taste; it’s all about how it got there,
the terroir, the methods, grapes, and grains. Most
importantly, it is the collective efforts of many to
produce a distinctive personal satisfaction for the
drinker. Learn, read, educate, smell, taste, evaluate, appreciate, and unify all these steps into a single process. Get your money’s worth.
My next article in the next issue will be a simple
tasting procedure.

OTHER AIDS TO OLFACTORY ENHANCEMENT: Exercise stimulates all the senses. Zinc
and B12 can defeat hyposmia (impaired sense of
smell). Oysters, lentils, sunflower seeds, and pecans all provide zinc.
TABOO: Avoid overindulging in foods that stimulate mucous production, smoking, drugs, and too
much alcohol impair the sense of smell. Repeatedly indulging in a single cultural style of cuisine,
say heavily spiced and hot, can have an effect on
variety and perception of smell. Change the menu,
try new things. Explore.
BE INQUISITIVE: Don’t be afraid to ask the chef
if you need to know a certain aroma. Chefs generally love to discuss prep and seasoning, the blend
of flavors, emotions, and visual pictures which
they created for your enjoyment.
READ: Learn about brewing, wine-making, and
distilling processes, barrels, procedures, and methods, to understand the sources of certain aromas.

George F Manska
Chief of Research and Development, Arsilica,
Inc., engineer, inventor of the NEAT glass,
and sensory science researcher.
Mission: Replace misinformation with
scientific truth through consumer education.
Contact Information:
Phone: 702.332.7305

Email: george@arsilica.com
Business mailing address:

452 Silverado Ranch Blvd, Ste #222,
Las Vegas, NV, 89183.
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Supplier? Distributor?

Bottlecapps Has the Customers
Your Ads Are Looking For

Banner Ads are digital billboards for your brand.

Use them to promote new releases, seasonal campaigns,
discounted oﬀers, recipes, or anything else you want your
customers to know.

Featured Products

are purchased up to 40% more often
than items in general search. This section acts like an end-cap
display for the online store.

Pop Up Ads

have conversion rates of 10%. (9.28% if we’re being exact.)
Pop Up Ads will appear the first time a customer enters the app
and allow for a one-click-to-purchase consumer journey.

Push Notifications

65% of our users surveyed said they want even more Push Notifications
from stores regarding new arrivals, deals, special events, and allocated
item release. Through Bottlecapps, you can reach your customers anytime,
anywhere, with a simple push notification. Easy, right?
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Small Batch

Created to delight each of the senses, our
Small Batch Straight Bourbon presents itself
in medium amber glow. with honey, chocolate,
and toasted oak aroma with a cinnamon
introduction to the taste buds, followed by the
savory vanilla and caramel smooth finish.
Designed to be completely satisfying down to
the comforting tobacco scent of the ended
glass. Aged at least two years and
non-chill filtered.,

43 %

ALC/
VOL.

Country Strong

86

PROOF

750 ML

Proudly made in the USA and inspired by the American lifestyle, Country Smooth was developed by America’s first
female founder and CEO to be a refined experience which can be savored on its own, or enjoyed in cocktails. CS is
dedicated to celebrating the spirit of America and the crafting of premium bourbon whiskey. We also pay homage to
our military by showcasing the five stars on all of our labels, which represents all five branches of the military.
COUNTRYSMOOTH.COM
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CREATING A
NEW LEGACY IN
THE INDUSTRY
By Yael Barrow

Matthew Frohman, co-owner, head distiller,
and blender at Spirits Lab, was tasked with the
job of producing True Legacy and immediately started thinking of ways to make it unique.
“Vodka is the purest spirit you can make and
leaves no room for error. You need the best ingredients; the cleanest water and filtration is
key,” says Frohman.

Founded by Damien Roderick, aka Big Percy, and Phoenix Kelly-Rappa, owner of Spirits
Lab Distilling Company, True Legacy is bigger
than what is in the bottle. The brand is built on
the premise of amplifying minority and female
voices in an industry where they are typically
underrepresented while producing an excellent
vodka that can become a leader in the category.
Roderick and Kelly-Rappa are long-time friends
and colleagues who had dreamed about collaborating on a brand for years. When Kelly-Rappa co-founded Spirits Lab, a majority
female-owned distillery, in 2020, that dream
became a reality. They embarked on a mission
to not only create the best tasting vodka on the
market but a product that was worthy of being a
part of all of life’s important moments, both big
and small - the tapestry that ultimately makes
up one’s legacy.

David East

True Legacy is 7x distilled and made 100%
from corn which makes it gluten-free and results in a smoother tasting vodka. It is proofed
down with Catskill Mountain water, known to
be some of the country’s best, purified further
with reverse osmosis and Shungite, a rare carbon-based mineral that removes impurities.
The final stage of production is a proprietary
filtration process using both charcoal and Herkimer Diamonds that come from mines near
the distillery. Both Shungite and Herkimer Diamonds are known for their purifying properties
and have been touted for centuries as having
restorative power.
Roderick is using his long career and extensive
relationships in the entertainment industry to
help promote True Legacy. He has been a driving force in the marketing, sales, and promotion of some of the industry’s biggest artists and
superstar personalities, collaborating with and
influencing rap and hip-hop royalty, including
Snoop Dogg, Warren G, Dogg Pound, Daz Dillinger, Kurupt, and Wiz Kalifa.

creating a new legacy in the industry

Cedric the Entertainer & Damien ‘Big Percy’ Roderick

Entrepreneur, film, and record producer L.T. Hutton, who has
worked with some of the biggest names in music, has also joined
the True Legacy team as an investor and Managing Partner.
True Legacy is not only creating its own legacy but will partner with like-minded brands and individuals to disrupt across
industries. In addition to a robust social media campaign,
product placement in music videos, television series, and
film, the brand has been featured at many high profile events,
most recently including the premiere cast parties for Coming
2 America and Space Jam 2 and David East’s private yacht
birthday party in New York City.
The brand will also be hosting the first annual Legacy Awards
honoring legends in entertainment, philanthropy, sports, culinary arts, and business at the beginning of 2022. In addition,
they will be launching a series of pop-up experiences across
the country beginning at the end of this year.
“True Legacy is not just a premium vodka; it’s a lifestyle. It’s
about changing the status quo, forging your own path, breaking barriers, and sharing that legacy with the world,” says
Roderick.
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The New Meaning of Influence

Reaching out about a brand goes beyond traditional media
By Melina Ressler, Socialite Media

The Power of Influencer Marketing
Influencer marketing is a vital tool to utilize when
promoting a brand or product in the 21st century. The
industry has a massive impact on what consumers
choose to spend their money. How massive one
may ask? According to a study done by The Digital
Marketing Institute, 74% of people said they trust
social networks to guide their purchasing decisions.
With social media having such a significant impact
on consumers, it is essential to stay current with the
times and utilize the power of the influencer.

The World of Influencers
There are many different types of influencers on
social media. Each influencer has a unique personal
brand that may have a focus on a particular subject.
For instance, one influencer may focus on promoting
a healthy lifestyle by displaying their green juices
and trips to the gym on their platforms. On the other
hand, another influencer may focus on promoting
their style by snapping shots of their daily outfits and
clothing hauls on their platforms. It is important to
choose influencers that accurately match with the
lifestyle the brand is trying to represent.

With many different types of influencers, it can be
difficult to narrow down which influencers would
be a good fit for a brand. One way to differentiate
influencers from one another is determining if
they are macro or micro-influencers. In simple
terms, macro-influencers have more than 100,000
followers, while micro-influencers may have 10,000
to 100,000 followers.
Given the contrast in follower count, there are pros
and cons for both regarding their promotional value.
A macro influencer will have a mass of followers
likely from a variety of cities and countries. Though
they have a large audience, their following is not
quite as niche as a micro-influencer making their
promotional value less specific. A micro-influencer
has a smaller audience that probably lives in the

the new meaning of influence
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There are different ways to compensate an influencer
for their promotional services. One option is to pay
the influencer. Typically, macro-influencers will
require a higher pay compared to micro-influencers.
Another route brands can take is a trade of services.
With this option, brands will send the influencer the
products in exchange for the influencer’s postings.
A perk of having an agency is that brands do not have
to negotiate contracts with the influencers. Brands
owners may not know the respected compensation
amount or option to offer, which is why agencies are
helpful middlemen.
same city as the influencer. This equivalates a brand’s
ability to reach a more specific target audience.
Both big and small businesses can practice influencer
marketing to promote their products. Newer and
smaller brands can utilize influencer marketing
to grow brand awareness. Influencers must create
content that users will gravitate towards to reach an
audience. Currently, short-form videos are taking the
world by storm. Social media users are gravitating
towards short-form videos over other forms of
content. The popularity of short-form videos has led
to TikTok surpassing Instagram. To stay current,
Instagram has changed its algorithm on users’ feeds
to favor reels over photos. Brands should utilize reels
to grow brand awareness and increase sales.

Influencer Marketing Agencies
Hiring an agency specializing in influencer marketing
is an excellent way for brand owners to take a load
off their plate while an agency organizes promotions
for their products. Agencies have connections
with an abundance of influencers. Having agencyinfluencer relationships allows for loyal and honest
partnerships. Agencies have a whole network of
influencers and can easily create new bonds with
other influencers because of their name recognition.

PR%F the Magazine

Socialite Media is a boutique social media
marketing agency with headquarters located in
downtown Chicago and Las Vegas. Their goal is to
provide companies with successful social media
marketing in their ultra-competitive industries.
For more info, visit www.socialitemedia.com
and follow on @socialitemediagroup.

YOU NEVER
OUTGROW
FREEZER POPS.

YOU JUST ADD BOOZE.

FROZEN COCKTAIL POPS FOR GOOD TIMES ONLY.
As a premium alcoholic beverage brand, we are revolutionizing
the game when it comes to your favorite cocktails. With SLIQ,
we’ve designed a complete line of premium frozen cocktail pops
that are anything but ordinary, backed by a business that is
anything but new to this space.

“

When it comes to spirits, SLIQ does not play favorites. In fact, we
offer variety packs using Vodka, Rum, and Agave to suit all taste
buds and preferences. We’re not just giving you your favorite
spirit, making it freezable, and calling it a day, though. All of
our packs highlight fun and mouth watering flavors from Blue
Raspberry Vodka to Blue Agave-Infused Mango Margarita to put
an unprecedented icy twist on refreshment.

SLIQ Spirited Ice is available in Vodka, Agave & Rum Variety Packs

WHEN IT COMES TO SPIRITS,

“

Since the 1920’s, our parent company, The Jel Sert Company,
has been at the forefront of innovation within the food and
beverage industry. Now standing as one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of ice pops, Jel Sert continues to cultivate and
grow iconic brands such as Fla-Vor-Ice & Otter Pops. Adopting
this same playbook through them, we’ve created a line of frozen
cocktails specifically intended for the
21-and-up club.

SLIQ DOES NOT
PLAY FAVORITES

that matter) with your partner or prepping for an allnight affair, SLIQ is the perfect complement to any
awaited occasion. If our alcoholic ice pops don’t care
what time it is, why should you? They’re delicious all
day long, all year round, with a little something for
everyone.
They may be hard freezer pops but they’re still the
easiest way to win over any group. Why show up
empty-handed when you can arrive with a crowd
favorite that’s sure to please? While your new friends
are warming up to you, you can all cool down with
SLIQ’s freeze & eat pops.
But this updated take on a classic favorite is more
than just enjoyable. Each naturally flavored frozen
cocktail treat comes perfectly portioned with the
right amount of sweetness, 8% ABV, 100 calories
or less, and a vegan friendly, kosher, & gluten-free
ingredient list – all in a recyclable package.

Every poolside party, backyard barbecue, beach bash, and
blowout starts with a little social stimulation – something SLIQ to
kick off the good times and drown out the bad vibes. That’s what
we’re here to deliver. Whether you’re kicking it with the boys or
going out with your girls, spending the evening (or afternoon, for

When you show up with a pack of SLIQ frozen
cocktail pops, you’re bringing certified good
times—no exceptions.

RECYCLE YOUR PLASTIC TUBES WITH US
Unfortunately, not all plastics are created equal and are
easily recycled by your town or municipality. Our SLIQ
Spirited Ice plastic tubes fall within this category. That is
why we have partnered with TerraCycle® to recycle “the
unrecyclable” – for the good of the Earth now and the future.

HOW TO SLIQ SUSTAINABLY

$
Register: Visit TerraCycle.com to easily register for the SLIQ x TerraCycle recycling program.
Collect: Sign up and collect your tubes at home in any box on hand.
Ship: When the box or bin is full, download a free shipping label from your account and place the label on it. Ship to
TerraCycle at no charge by bringing it to a local UPS drop off location.
Earn: For every 1 lb. you send in, you’ll receive $1 in credit on TerraCycle, which you can donate to any charity or
nonprofit of your choosing!

WANT TO SELL SLIQ SPIRITED ICE?
For distribution and retail inquiries, please contact
sales@21holdingsllc.com.
WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Visit www.sliqspiritedice.com and
follow the brand on Instagram and Facebook
@sliqspiritedice.
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All About Red Wine Blends
by Jerry Hammaker

Lady in Red. Little Red Corvette.
Red Ferrari’s. Redheads.
Red Lipstick. Red Sky at Night.
Red, Red Wine (too easy).
In honor of National Red Wine Day
held on August 28th, this month is
all about red... red wine blends, to
be specific!

T

hree affordable wines,
from a local supermarket,
were chosen for a little
comparison tasting. This month’s
red blend wines are from three
different regions of the world:
US, Spain, and France, each
under $12 for a regular-sized
750ml bottle. Many beginner wine
drinkers choose their wine, from
the supermarket shelf, due to a
name they know or a label that
gets their attention. All three of
these wines gain attention from
great labels.
First up, Apothic Red 2018 Winemaker’s Blend from California. I
am not real sure about the grapes
making up this blend as they aren’t listed on the label or website.
The front label says the style is
“Rich & Smooth.” The back label
says it is “a bold red blend crafted
with intrigue” and it “opens your
night to endless possibilities.” I’m
not sure what intrigue has to do
with winemaking, but let’s check

out the possibilities! In the glass you
see a clear, deep (almost opaque)
garnet with a lighter ruby rim variation and some pretty stiff legs in
the glass which could show higher
alcohol levels. On the nose there
are clean, medium intensity aromas
of black fruits like blackberry jam,
black olive, and dried prunes along
with sweet tobacco and menthol. On
the palate, the dark fruits follow the
nose along with cola and black tea.
I am not really getting the mocha or
vanilla described on the back label.
Maybe that is the intriguing part!
Lol. This wine is off-dry (picking up a
bit of sweetness), low/medium acidity, and low tannin. ABV is 13.5%

and no alcohol burn, so the legs
are in question. Perhaps, chill this
red blend in the fridge and open it
when you bring home fast food or
order pizza. The Apothic Red was
on sale for $10.99 (reg. $12.99).
Our second red blend choice is
Ergo Rojo 2016 Red Blend from
Rioja, Spain. This is a blend of
Monastrell (known elsewhere as
Mourvèdre) with Syrah and Tempranillo. In the glass you see a
clear, deep garnet in color with a
pink rim variation and good legs.
On the nose you can pick up clean,
medium intensity aromas of fresh
picked blueberries, black cherries,
and a bit of clove and cinnamon.
On the palate, this wine is dry with
medium acidity, medium tannins,
medium body and medium intensity. Flavors of red cherry and blackberry with baking spice, black tea,
and new leather. A medium length
finish complements this wine. ABV
is 14.5% with no alcohol burn in
the throat. This is a nice red blend
with many food pairing options
from most hearty Spanish dishes
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to a nice coffee-encrusted steak. The
Ergo Rojo was $11.99.
Our third red is Baron Philippe de
Rothschild Mouton Cadet 2016
Bordeaux. A Merlot blend with
some Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc blended in. It is a classic “Right Bank” Merlot blend (the
“Left Bank” is Cabernet Sauvignon
based). In the glass, a clear, deep
garnet with a red rim variation and
good legs. On the nose there is a
clean, medium-intensity with aromas of freshly dug earth and pipe
smoke led by blackberry, cherry pie
filling, and espresso. On the palate you can taste black raspberry,
black plum, cedar, and chocolate.
This wine is dry, medium acidity,
medium-high tannin, medium-plus
body and medium-plus intensity—a
well-balanced wine with a balanced
mouthfeel. It has a nice, lasting, and
complex finish. ABV is 13.5%. I’m
honestly a bit blown away by this
wine at this $9.99 price point. This
may be one of my favorite wines
purchased at a supermarket. The
Mouton Cadet is a solid sipper for red

wine drinkers and would be a great
dinner pairing with beef, pork, and
dishes with heavy sauces. If you
want to have a nice dinner and impress someone (while secretly not
spending much money), then this
would be a GREAT choice! Plus,
you get a bottle of French Bordeaux to place on the table! I know
many people are afraid of choosing
a French wine because the labels
can be confusing. Take my word

for it, pick the Mouton Cadet off the
shelf at your local market!

Jerry Hammaker, Owner

Certain Aged Ventures
www.CertainAged.com
Wine Consultant, PR%F Awards
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they say some spirits can’t
be tamed. here’s one.

ultra premium handcrafted tequila

100%

CONFIRMED ADDITIVE-FREE
BLUE WEBER AGAVE

SO SMOOTH, It’s Criminal

TEQUILA BLANCO & TEQUILA REPOSADO
750 ml | 40% ABV | 80 Proof | NOM: 1107
Produced: El Viejito Distillery, Jalisco, Mexico
BANDIDOS DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
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Rapping Praises
PR%F Double Gold Winner
INDOGGO® Gin by Snoop Dogg
reaches new heights.

Iconic rapper, legend, and multiplatinum-selling Hip Hop artist Snoop Dogg has transcended
the music scene to become a media personality, actor, and businessman with a multi-cultural
and cross-generational following. He has now
expanded his legacy by developing wine and
spirits. INDOGGO® Gin by Snoop Dogg is the
ultimate remix of seven premium botanicals
with an all-natural strawberry flavor.
In 1994 he wrote the single “Gin and Juice” and
released it on his four-time platinum debut album Doggystyle.
“It was always my dream to have my own liquor
brand and wanted to make something related
to my tastes and music, which is how I created INDOGGO®,” says Snoop Dogg. “I made
the song ‘Gin and Juice’ to be a global anthem
about good feelings and natural experiences,
so it was only fitting that I create the best tasting flavored gin. I’m always going to share what
I love with my fans so they can live life like a
boss too.”
PR%F Awards Judges, who are buyers and experts in the hospitality industry, showed their
love of INDOGGO® Gin when the judges awarded it Double Gold in the PR%F Awards 2020.
“I am so proud of the response INDOGGO® has received since its introduction. I
knew that we had created a great tasting,
smooth gin, but to see the response on
social media and winning the Double
Gold PR%F Award is amazing,” illuminates Snoop Dogg.
While he embraces beer, wine, and
spirits, “Gin was always my go-to
drink, so it was a no-brainer to create my own with my own California twist. I always had a gin n’
juice in my hand growing up, so
I knew I had to make something
better than anything out there,
the best ever. With INDOGGO®, you can drink it straight
up or with your own twist;

rapping praises

the most important is to make sure you’re always having
a good time and drinking responsibly.
“I always have a bottle of INDOGGO® in the studio with
me because it is the perfect drink to set the mood,” says
Snoop Dogg. “It is a California classic that embraces
the laid-back lifestyle, which is exactly what kind of music I make. I like to create cool and relaxed vibes, and if
I’m doing that through my music or with INDOGGO®, I
just want people to enjoy themselves and live their best
lives.”
INDOGGO® Gin blends juniper berry, and other botanicals include orange, Coriander, and cassia, infused with
all-natural strawberry flavor, giving it a slightly sweet
and fruity finish. With its laid-back California style, it is
like no other in the world.

PR%F the Magazine
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INDOGGO® was developed in partnership with
Keenan Towns and Marc Weisberg, Co-Founders of
Trusted Spirits, and in collaboration with Prestige
Beverage Group.
Trusted Spirits develops and markets wine and spirits brands partnering with celebrities. The company
is involved in product innovation, procurement, production, marketing, and distribution while retaining
ownership and management of the underlying intellectual property for those brands.
Prestige Beverage Group is an industry-leading importer and brand owner of award-winning wines and
spirits, creating product conception, brand development, packaging design, and engaging marketing
initiatives.
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As for future plans in the beverage industry, “For now, I am focusing on keep
INDOGGO cool and fresh by sharing my
new and favorite recipes, throwing some
of the dopest INDOGGO parties, and
making sure people around the world
can enjoy my favorite drink. I am always
working to keep things exciting for INDOGGO, and you never know what the
future holds,” says Snoop Dogg.
INDOGGO is gluten-free, sugar-free,
and low-calorie, available in 750ML
and 50ML bottles with suggested retail
pricing of $29.99 and $1.99. INDOGGO is available at major nationwide retailers, including Total Wine and More,
Walmart, Albertson’s, and Kroger. To
stay in the mix with exclusive access
and updates, follow @indoggogin on
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter and
at www.indoggogin.com.

“
I made the song ‘Gin

and Juice’ to be a global
anthem about good
feelings and natural
experiences, so it was
only fitting that I create
the best tasting flavored
gin. I’m always going to
share what I love with my
fans so they can live life
like a boss too.

”

Voted

BEST
CBD Beverage
@ CBD EXPO
MOUNTAIN, SOUTH &
MIDWEST

Clean Functional Ingredients
Only 9 grams Organic Cane Sugar
No Artificial Sweeteners Added
www.satisoda.com
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Westgate Las Vegas
Resort & Casino to
Host 2021 PR%F
Awards!
Iconic property welcomes PR%F staff,
judges, and special guests with its brand of
Legendary. Vegas. Fun.

W

estgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino is the proud host and partner
for the 2021 PR%F Awards. The
Westgate Las Vegas has been the
home for Legendary Vegas Fun for more than 52
years, and this will be the first time it has served
as host of this rapidly growing annual event.
“We are honored and excited to be the host venue and a sponsor for this year’s PR%F Awards,”
said Gordon Prouty, Westgate Las Vegas Vice
President of Public Relations and Community
Affairs. “We always love to have the opportunity
to welcome a new group to the Westgate and all
that we have to offer so they can experience their
own Legendary Vegas Fun.”
First opened on July 2, 1969, as the International
Hotel, and later as the Las Vegas Hilton, it set the
standard as the first Las Vegas megaresort. The
famed International Theater has been home to
some of the greatest entertainers ever to perform
in Las Vegas, including Elvis Presley, Liberace,
Barbra Streisand, Johnny Cash, and the theater’s
current resident, Barry Manilow. The more than
225,000 square feet of convention space has
been the host to meetings and conventions with
companies from all over the world and has been
the site of some of the greatest sporting events
ever held in Las Vegas. Leon Spinks’ monumental upset of Muhammad Ali and Mike Tyson’s Unified Heavyweight World Championship title took
place in today’s Paradise Events Center.

Westgate Las Vegas offers something for everyone. With more than 3,000 rooms and suites, the
right accommodations are available to satisfy every
guest and every taste. Ranging from the newly renovated Luxe rooms to the uniquely designed themed
suites to the unmatched luxury of the Sky Villas,
guests will find just the suitable space to make the
most of their time in Las Vegas.
The Banquets/Catering/Events Team is made up of
some of Las Vegas’ most professional, experienced,
and innovative events planners who work closely
with each customer, including the PR%F Awards,

westgate las vegas resort & casino

to make sure that every aspect of the event and the
attendee experience is executed to perfection.
Westgate Las Vegas offers diverse, sophisticated,
and award-winning restaurant options for guests
to enjoy. For fine dining, Westgate Las Vegas
boasts three of TripAdvisor’s Top 5 Rated Las Vegas restaurants: Edge Steakhouse, Fresco Italiano,
and Benihana, all located within a few short steps
of each or other. Edge Steakhouse is the top-rated steakhouse, and Fresco Italiano is ranked tops
among Italian restaurants in Las Vegas.
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Westgate Las Vegas is also home to the Westgate
Race & Sports SuperBook®. With more than 4,200
square feet of newly enhanced high-density digital
screens and Nevada’s largest wagering system, all
in a smoke-free environment, the SuperBook provides the best gameday viewing experience. Again
this year Westgate Las Vegas and the Superbook®
offers Football Central every Sunday during the
NFL season providing even more exciting gameday
viewing experiences with large screens and seating for more than 1,500 in the International Theater. Guests can also sign up and take advantage
of the Westgate Superbook® Mobile App—serious
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football handicappers can join the fun
and excitement of the SuperContest®,
SuperContest® Gold, and SuperContest® Reboot.
Las Vegas is famous worldwide for
its astounding entertainment and
nightlife, and Westgate Las Vegas
is home to some of the most popular
and exciting live performances the city
has to offer. Barry Manilow and his
incredible Barry Manilow: The Hits
Come Home continues his residency
at
the
Westgate’s
International
Theater along with exciting limited
performances by Kool and The Gang
and Alfie Boe coming up in 2022. The
Westgate Cabaret has a lineup that
offers something for everyone. The
Magic of Jen Kramer is sure to please
everyone who loves magic. Jen is the
only woman magician headlining in
Las Vegas, and her show features
mind-boggling magic and mentalism,
comedy, and audience participation.
Fans of Motown will delight in the best
Motown show Las Vegas has to offer
with the Soul of Motown, a high-energy
concert-style musical tribute celebrating
Motown legends. The newest addition
to the Westgate Cabaret is The Bronx
Wanderers. By pairing superlative
vocals and expert musical flair with
dynamic enthusiasm and genuine love
for the music they perform, The Bronx
Wanderers recreate the instrumental
magic of the era and build an energetic

bond with their audience. The Westgate
Cabaret has Sexxy The Show, featuring
Jennifer Romas and some of Las Vegas’s
sexiest personalities performing sizzling
dance numbers, amazing vocals, and
aerial stunts for something a little later
in the evening.
Westgate Las Vegas also features a
95,000-square-foot casino with a thrilling and fabulous display of classic Las
Vegas. The extravagant ceiling is lined
with the original glittering crystal chandeliers and features everything from
classic table games to the latest stateof-the-art slots.
With something for everyone, the PR%F
Awards staff, judges, and invited guests
will get a great sample of Legendary
Vegas Fun at the Westgate.

For more information or to
book in Westgate Las Vegas
Resort & Casino, call toll free at
(800) 732-7117 or visit
WestgateLasVegas.com.

D
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R E S TAU R A N T &
STEAKHOUSE
IN LAS VEGAS

ustin Sinclair is Executive Sous Chef at
Westgate Las Vegas’s award-winning and
highly acclaimed Edge Steakhouse. Dustin
is a key part of the team that has taken
Edge Steakhouse to the top of the Las

Vegas dining scene, now TripAdvisor’s number 1 rated
Las Vegas steakhouse and top-rated restaurant overall.
Prior to his role at Edge Steakhouse, Dustin was
Sous Chef at Westgate’s Fresco Italiano where he helped
take that restaurant to TripAdvisor’s number 1 rating
among Las Vegas Italian restaurants. Dustin’s resume
includes the Triple George Grill and the Cosmopolitan
of Las Vegas as well as Floataway Café, Bacchanalia and
Iberian Pig in Atlanta.
Originally from Jamaica, Dustin said “my career
path so far has taken me on a journey that has meant
so much to my development as a chef.” He added “each
experience has provided something new to savor and
given me new ideas.” Dustin was trained at Le Cordon
Bleu College of Culinary Arts and brings a unique and
creative multi-cultural approach to his culinary style.

westgatelasvegas.com
3000 Paradise Road, Las Vegas, NV 89109-1267
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The Future of
Tech and Wine
& Spirits

Over the past 12 years working in the wine, beer, and
spirits industry, I have seen many companies work
to try and leverage tools similar to the way in which
Patrón engaged various demographics. This has,
I believe, truly impacted sales, brand awareness, and
overall influence.

By Taylor Foxman
Founder and CEO of The Industry Collective

One recent trend of note that I’ve come across is the
focus on utilizing forward-thinking technology to more
effectively and strategically market to consumers. For
example, Sourced Craft Cocktails recently launched
its latest innovation in the beverage alcohol sector.
They revolutionized the future of SaaS (sampling as a
service) that enables a more seamless experience for
consumers and a data-driven approach for off-premise
retail and alcohol brands. Their SaaS model collects
data from those who sample products via proprietary
software. Similarly, TAPPTEK utilizes cutting-edge,
proprietary, and patent technology to transform new
and existing beer taps into data-generating devices
that provide essential, accurate real-time information
and consumer connectivity capabilities in an
inexpensive, no installation required format.

It

feels as though it was only yesterday when the
team over at Patrón Spirits Company, alongside
myself as a partner working for the brand at the
time, were in discussions with some of the leading
technology platforms. This was regarding our interest
in developing one of the first 360-degree virtual reality
distillery experiences, which ultimately became The
Art of Patrón Experience, originally produced for
Oculus Rift.
What impressed me most about what Patrón did at the
time was their ability to leverage a forward-thinking
technology tool, in this case, virtual reality. They
engaged their various target audiences to showcase
how special and unique their product and overall
distillation process was vis-a-vis the competition on
the market at the time.

The Patrón VR program ended up being a successful
education tool for general consumers to experience,
given that the distillery itself is not open to the public.
The program became essential to relevant stakeholders
for the brand, including the trade community, media
and influencers, and notable movers and shakers in
the broader hospitality sector. They got in early with
technology to help educate as well as increase overall
brand awareness for their company.

Technology has also become a tool to help transform
and evolve archaic elements of the industry. When it
comes to wine, InVintory, an innovative wine cellaring
app that has patented a feature called VinLocate™,
which allows collectors to create a custom 3D
fridge or cellar section by section, assign bottles to
individual slots or bins. Collectors can use the sleek
interface to find any bottle at the tap of a button. On
the distribution front, players such as Speakeasy
Co., one of the leading e-commerce platforms for the
wine & spirits industry, have leveraged innovative
proprietary technology to revolutionize the industry
by transforming brands into e-commerce companies,
empowering partners to own their destiny and
customer relationships for the first time.

the future of tech and wine & spirits
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For brands looking to utilize technology more
ongoing into their overall business model, here
are a few things to consider:
Given many have already leveraged technology
into the wider business strategy, think through
how you could differentiate yourself vis-a-vis the
competition.
• Are you using a pre-existing technology in a
new, unexpected new way?
• Is the utilization of technology helping
your brand reach a new demographic of
consumers?
• Are you helping to solve a pre-existing problem
through the use of said existing technology?
If the technology is new to the market, I would
consider the following.
• Outside of being first to market, what else can
you communicate to consumers?
» If you are a supplier, will the product taste
better?
» If you are a service provider, will the use of
technology increase efficiencies? Provide a
more seamless experience?
Technology is a valuable tool that can be used
to grow brand awareness and reach a broader
audience in the hospitality industry during these
very competitive times.

PR%F the Magazine
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in love & business

IN
LOVE

BUSINESS

Married entrepreneurs
make their mark in the
spirits industry.
By Debbie Hall

P

ower couples, those two entrepreneurial
people running a company together, making their mark and leaving a legacy. The
spirits industry attracts couples who desire to
develop products that enhance cocktails or add a
new twist to spirits. These couple love each other, love what they do and share their passion with
the world.
WHAT ARE SHRUBS?
Anna’s Kitchen Shrub (annaskitchenshrub.
com) is the hottest up-and-coming trend in the
beverage industry. Shrub is a culinary term for
preserving produce in a vinegar base. Anna’s
Kitchen Shrubs blend organic fruit with raw apple cider vinegar to create 100 percent certified
organic (the only one on the market), award-winning, big, bold flavor combinations. The vinegar-based shrub dates back to colonial times as
a way to preserve produce before refrigeration.
While the use of shrubs rose and waned over the
centuries, the popularity of vinegar-based drinks
made a resurgence about 10 years ago, allowing consumers to enjoy delicious and dynamic
beverages with little to no alcohol. The product’s

versatility expands beyond high-end craft cocktail mixers to create delicious mocktails, craft
sodas, and other kid-friendly drinks, as well as in
salad dressings, marinades, sauces, and sherbet.

in love & business
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Anna Scott and Chris Scott developed and operate Anna’s Kitchen Shrubs bringing a strong
background in business, food service, and finance while promoting a passion for a healthy
and clean lifestyle. Anna has always been a
home chef with a big garden cooking from
scratch. What started as a hobby for Anna became their business at the urging of Chris.
“Working with Chris is a big asset for me since
he has worked in the corporate world of foodservice,” explains Anna. “He has the experience in a higher level to negotiate contracts,
pricing, and logistics.”
Also, raising a family, they enjoy working together and being intellectually focused differently, adding excitement to their relationship.
Sometimes, as Anna admits, business matters
come up late in the evening even though the
couple does value their alone time away from
the business.

MIAMI IN A BOTTLE
Veterans Whitney Stephenson and Timothy
“TJ” Stephenson, Jr. are based in Miami, producing Phoenacolada (pineapple and coconut
flavored vodka) as the inaugural Phoenix Spiritz (phoenixspiritz.com) brand vodka. The history of the pineapple offers a traditional welcome
throughout the south and the coconut palm
represents birth. This premium flavored vodka,
produced in the US, is corn-based, distilled and
filtered six times in a Florida based distillery.

Anna’s background in corporate finance facilitated their startup. “Many small companies
starting might not be able to crunch the numbers and see if they can sell their product for
a reasonable price. Something might be delicious, but there are many variables if it can be
sold for a profit,” explains Anna.
Flavors include:
• Cranberry Mint (PR%F Awards 2019
•
•
•
•

Century Winner, PR%F Awards 2020 Double
Gold)
Apple Cider Ginger (PR%F Awards 2019
Century Winner, PR%F Awards 2020 Gold)
Banana Turmeric (PR%F Awards 2020
Silver)
Strawberry Lemon Thyme (PR%F Awards
2020 Gold)
Peach Jalapeño (PR%F Awards 2020 Century Award)

PR%F the Magazine

Phoenix Phoenacolada vodka can be enjoyed
in cocktails, on the rocks or straight offering
a smooth and sophisticated spirit bringing the
essence and experience of Miami.
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Timothy had a vision when purchasing
vodka at a local retailer. He realized he
was paying more for vodka since the combination of pineapple and coconut in one
vodka was not available and he had to buy
the two flavors separately. Timothy, a vodka connoisseur, immediately shared the
concept with Whitney. After a few months
of research and development they created
a pineapple and coconut infused vodka.
They decided to name the brand Phoenix Spritz incorporating their son’s name,
who born at 28 weeks with Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome, a rare genetic disorder. The Phoenix bird represents strength
and prosperity and in Greek mythology, a
Phoenix is a bird that is regenerated or
born again, obtaining new life by arising
from the ashes of its predecessor.
“Working together is a bonding experience,” says Whitney. “We share ideas, and
neither one of us has to go too far to ask
a question since the other person is right
there. Since we created the brand, it allows us to participate in fun events including tastings, talking with people about our
brand and telling them the story behind
our brand.”
As a startup, they are very strategic about
getting the most bang for their buck, and
are working on getting additional funding
and investment. “Marketing is the majority of our budget, next is our warehouse,
and additional costs involved,” says Whitney, who holds an MBA in Accounting and
Information Systems, which helps with
the business.
Both couples speak of running their business as so much fun and that they are enjoying themselves, which is an essential
goal for couples owning and operating
their business.

AWARD WINNING COCKTAILS
Made with real premium spirits

Watch Our Video

twochickscocktails.com

Tasting Notes
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Room 901 Speakeasy

Hyatt Centric captures this trendy bar scene.
By Renée Korbel Quinn
Photos by Renée Korbel Quinn and Venue Photos courtesy of Hyatt Centric
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With a growing demand for
private dining, the format of
Room 901, inside Las Olas
Boulevard’s Hyatt Centric,
caters to guests wanting a
more intimate atmosphere
without having to sacrifice
on the experience. The
inspiration behind the name
901 is simple; it’s the number
of the guest room the
speakeasy occupies.
The Hyatt Centric Las Olas
team conceptualized 901
as a way to offer added
value for their guests and
drive attention towards the
F&B program led by their
creative Executive Chef
Gregory McGowan. They
collaborated to design
and build out the space.
They added the bartenderin-residence program
component as a way to
give back to industry friends,
highlighting bars that might
be struggling or have had
to close as a result of the
pandemic.

room 901 speakeasy
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So far, Room 901 has
showcased famed D.C.
speakeasy, the Gibson,
Miami-based mixologists Gui
Jaroschy and Ben Potts of
Unfiltered Hospitality, Gio
Gutierrez of Chat Chow
TV, and Austin’s Midnight
Cowboy (my experience).
Each bartender has brought
something different to the
space, making it their own
while also staying true to
901’s Prohibition-inspired
sultry vibe.

Room 901 at the
Hyatt Centric Las Olas
100 East Las Olas Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Roomnine01.com
Email: 901@hyatt.com
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